W e ’ ve G ot Y our B ack !

Advantage Software’s unrivaled Anytime SupportTM is included standard
with every version of Eclipse. Whether you’re taking a deposition on the
other side of the world, captioning a football game on Christmas Eve,
or simply learning student software, we’ve got your back. Every hour of
every day. Murphy never takes a day off - and neither do our friendly technicians.

W e M ake

the

H ard S tuff E asy

Work Smarter, Not Harder
With over 375 new features and improvements for
2021, Eclipse continues to lead the way in reporting
technology - so you can work less and finish faster.

Eclipse constantly works behind the scenes to reduce your workload. Word CloudTM
AI takes conflict resolution to the next level by looking at the meaning of words in
the context of the entire transcript. Portable Proofreading lets you proofread your
work anytime, anywhere, on any device. And a robust Transcript Management Suite
simplifies transcript production from beginning to delivery.

F ully I ntegrated

for

M aximum P erformance

Eclipse was meticulously designed from the ground up as
a fully-integrated program where virtually every function
enhances every other function. Intelligent Word CloudTM conflict
resolution enhances Translation Magic, which enhances AutoBrief, which enhances Team Editing, which learns from others’
editing changes, which improves intelligent conflict resolution,
which results in less editing. That’s why cobbled-on copycat features from other
vendors never deliver the ease of use and efficiency of Eclipse.

v

I’m using a team of scopists in my realtime, daily copy trial,
delivering finals in less than an hour – my best delivery times
ever. They all get into my files in the Cloud as soon as I log
on and stay in the whole time. Their globals go directly to my
job dictionary for perfect-looking realtime. We are outputting
to Bridge Mobile in realtime, and it’s all working flawlessly. I
am writing 350 pages a day and going home by 6:00 so I can
relax with my family, and go into court fresh the very next
Christine Phipps
day. We are totally loving it!

RPR, LCR (NJ, TN)
Realtime Systems Administrator

www.eclipsecat.com
(772) 288-3266 w (800) 800-1759

ECLIPSE 10

E clipse 10 reflects our continuing commitment to fine - tuning ,
augmenting , and refining our products based upon your feedback .
AI B oost for
M ore A ccurate R esults
Unusual names and terms are a challenge for even the best
reporters. Is “entheogenic” or “Akbar Gbajabiamila” in your
dictionary? Fortunately, Eclipse has you covered. Using a
powerful online speech-to-text engine, the new AI Boost option
can intelligently compare your steno translations with text
created from your audiosynch recording. Result: context-based
edits for the most accurate results ever!
(Yellow highlighted text added by AI Boost)

Free Connectify Hotspot I ntegration
for E asy R ealtime C onnections
Connecting with clients locally or worldwide has never been
easier thanks to fully-integrated Connectify Hotspot software,
included free with Version 10. Take your realtime to the next
level with Bridge Mobile (subscription required).

Opus
Audio
Support

Opus audio support gives you crystal clear audio at

Dynamic
Automatic
Indexing

Now you can make changes to your document even

a reduced bandwidth, saving space and improving
the efficiency of our industry-leading Team EditingTM.

after creating an automatic index, and the page/line
numbers in the index will automatically adjust.

And That’s Only the Beginning...
Other new features include one-click Bridge Mobile email links, customizable
international characters, multi-channel audio device support, WPM dynamics
analysis, Proofreader improvements, a dashboard warning light system, touchscreen support, confidence tracking, individual-steno-key error analysis - and
much more. With updates this massive, we can only scratch the surface here
of what puts Eclipse in a class by itself. But when you hear about “amazing new
features” elsewhere, chances are they’ve been in Eclipse for years. But ask us
about them anyway. If we’re missing something, we’ll add it for you. Fast. And
we’ll make it better. Because we love to amaze our customers.

